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s identified concerns with two aspects of residential driveway
 lack of emergency vehicle turn-arounds.

 Street Design Criteria Manual limits residential driveway
ent has expressed concern with this standard noting that a
possible for emergency vehicles to safely access properties.
 issue when long driveways over 100 feet are constructed.
s much of a problem since many times reasonable access to
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� Written notification of contractors prior to this administrative change would be
undertaken by Staff to heighten awareness of the requirement.

Emergency Vehicle Turn-Arounds:  Currently there is no requirement within the Street Design
Criteria Manual to require residential driveway turn-arounds for emergency vehicles.  Similarly
to the driveway grade issue, this presents problems for emergency vehicles especially in cases
of long or steep driveways.  The Fire Department is recommending that the Street Design
Criteria Manual be changed to require the construction of turn-arounds for driveways exceeding
100 feet in length.  Attached is a drawing identifying the minimum dimensions for such turn-
arounds.  The Fire Department has indicated that the surface must be an “all-weather” surface
which could mean paving, gravel or some type of pavers.

Staff is recommending that the Planning Commission authorize Staff to advertise for
changes to the Street Design Criteria Manual requiring residential turn-arounds meeting
certain specifications for any driveway exceeding 100 feet in length.

Staff will look forward to discussing these proposed changes further with the Planning
Commission at the October 25, 2001 meeting.

Thank you.
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